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Our notes in the January Bulletin produced a reaction clearly showing that interest in this issue is
very much alive and that we have many readers who are keen students of philately. This month we
consider the mystery of the Bd Rata, and hope that somebody may be provoked into research on
this problem stamp.

In 1964 damage was noted on the green plate. Stamps at RIll and R1/9 showed damage to the
leaves. The late John Robinson who was our Auckland Manager at the time, suggested with his
usual sense of fun, that insects must have nibbled at the leaves, which because of the flaws which
had developed on the plate, had a prominent white patch at the edge.

Shortly after, a new green plate was brought into use in the printing, and we distributed as part of
our normal New Issues Service plate blocks of the Bd from cylinders 1121, except that there were
barely enough to go round - even to the comparatively limited number of New Issues subscribers
we had in those days; however, no matter; further supplies would be forthcoming In due course.

John Robinson wrote (Newsletter July 1964), "The interesting varieties pn Green Cyl 1 RI/1 and
R9/1 have advanced a stage further, for the retouching in both these units is now wearing consider
ably. As a matter of fact examples of the retouches are most elusive and now that a new green
Cyl (1121) has been issued, will be even more difficult to locate. "

Now, with hindsight, we realise that further stamps from plate 1121 were not forthcoming. "Stamps"
Wellington no longer supplied them and P. O. s had no stocks. Strangely, at the time, nobody seemed
to notice this. Subsequent sheets of Bd stamps had the flaws on RIll and R1/9 skilfully but
obViously retouched. Philatelists were so taken with the retouching that they seem to have com
pletely missed the underlying implication that the new plate had been discarded and the old one
re-introduced following the retouching. John Robinson's note indicates that the retouches appeared
before stamps from the new cylinder were on sale, or at least that philatelists at the time thought
that this was the case.

As long as stocks l4Sted, we offered matched pairs of the Bd flaws and retouches in posltlonal blocks.

Try and find positional blocks with RI I 1 and RI/9 in pre-flaw state. Try and find plate blocks
numbere<! 1121. We are ready buyers of these items.

What happened to plate 1121? Did It flake off, break up or disintegrate? I have scoured contem
porary philatelic journals without finding the slightest reference. Our files of literature are not
complete, and perhaps I have missed the vital paragraph. Can anyone quote references?

At all events, this episode prOVides an example of the dictum advocated In the January notes; detective
work, Vigilance and patient application are required to keep a collection complete. A moment's
relaxation and a ra,rity may slip through the net forever:

P.E.C.



C. P. CATALOGUE PRICE REVISIONS

The steady and continued rise of market prices and auction realisations reflects the healthy staie of
New Zealand stamps. and as a result of this upward trend we have to note the following changes,
sOllle of which have becn operatin~ now for some time.

M U M U M U

M14b SOl' 601' Sla $1 $2 S7a $10 $10

MOl2a SOl' SOl' S2a $1 $1 S8a $16 $20

M012b 751' 751' S3a $3.50 $4. 50 S16a 101' 51'
MO!3e 301' 151' S4a $16 $20 S18c $1. 50 $2
N41a $10 $10 S5a $2 $2 T3a $20 $20

NCV3(D) $8 S6a $2 $2 T3b $20 $16

Currency refcrs to the New Zealand dollar.
A convenient conversion is $1 N. Z. 10/- stg.

Stampex Number
We do not attend Stampex. We cannot spare the time from our postal business which more than
occupies us to the, limit, but feeling this is the time of year when customers want to "have a fling"
with their collections (Springtime and between the expenses of Christmas and summer: ?). We have
prepared a special Bumper Bulletin in which we are certain everyone will find something they want.

We would particularly draw attention to the magnificent collection of the First Pictorials which are
being offered value by value.

ANTARCTICA

A rare card Postcard showing the officers and crew of the 1904 Expedition stamped with Id
Universal (booklet) and posted when the Expedition left Lyttelton N. Z. to J. J. Kinsey, Agent for
the Expeditions at Christchurch. The card then carried South with the 1907-09 Expedition and
posted with the King Edward VII Land stamp, MR 4 1909 when the Nimrod left McMurdo Sound,
finally the same card taken South with Scott·s Expedition and returned by the first available mail
with Victoria Land Id postmarked 9FE 1911 £75

King Edward VU Land used on cover FE 3 08, the date of Nimrod's arrival at Caplt Roy<. ..... £25

Victoria Land Id on cover 9 FE 1911. Lieut. h'ancis Drake's despatch from Cape Evans,
recorded as being of 58 covers. A scarce survivor. Backstamped Lytielton 31 MR 11'

Fine' condition £35



1898 PICTORIAlS - BY VALUES

We have recently purchased a fine collection of 1898's and we offer this below. As is always the
case with these older stamps, condition varies, but in general is well above average - in faCi,.
this is a superior lot. Both mint and used are included and varieties (re-entries, mostly) abound.
All are mounted on standard album leaves.

Lot No.

MPl

MP2

MP3

MP4

MP5

id Mt Cook, London Print (C. P. Ela) Includes 17 mint (inc blocks), 15 used (lnc
block and strip) and an unused stamped envelope. Two most attractive pages ...•.•.... 50/-

Id Tau'i1JE2a) A splendid lot of 59 mounted· on six pages including a profusion of
shades varieties. Notable are eight blocks (one is a gorgeous chestnut, one is
used) strips, pairs, etc., etc. Irresistible:.... £11

Id Terraces (E3a) One page of 25 in all, all mint. Includes a profusion of shades
(more than one in the deep lake), plus a plate proof. This is a scarce stamp. The lot.•. £8/5/-

l!d Beer War (E4a and 4b) On' two pages, a grand profusion of shades - two lovely
"brown", deep chestnut, red-Chestnut, etc. 26 stamps in all, including one block - only
4 are used but these include a line used perf 14. The major re"entry is present in one
splendid mint and one used (the latter with closed tear) £13/10/

2d Pembroke Peak (E5a) Two pages of mint (16) and used (11). Includes many varieties
and three mint blocks, one a very deep lake rarely seen. This is a scarce stamp today..82/6

MP6 2d Pembroke pUrple (E5 b and c) Two very neat pages - the great majority mint,
splendid shades. Included is a rare irregular compound (three sides perf 14, one
side perf 11) and an unused stamped envelope £8/10/-

MP7 2!d Wakati u (E7a and E8a) London prints Eight grand pieces (one block, many
shades, in the error "WAIOTIPU", and a page of E8a (correct spelling). All the
"errors" are mint as are five of the 12 Wakatipus. Both these issues are prolific
in shades. Two fine pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80/-

MP8 2!d Wakatipu (E8b) Perf 11 No wmk. A lovely page of 15 mint (block and pair inc)
and four fine used. Again a stamp prolific in shades 60/-

MP9
57/6

MP10 3d Huias (E9a) London print A scarce stamp nowadays - there are 8 mint (inc two
re-entries) and 6 used, prOViding a surprising range of shades. The page 42/6

MPll 3d Huias (E9b) Perf 11, No Wmk A page of 13 mint (tnc two blocks) and 15 used -
again a profusion of shades ..........• , 60/-

MP12 3d Huias (Egc and d) Wmk'd perf 11 or 14 Two pages, inc 14 mint (one block) and
21 used. A fine specialised lot, shades abound 70/-

MP13 3d Huias (redrawn smaller t es) EI0a b, c A page of the neat Uttle redrawn stamps
inc mint and used of all 3 perfs totai showing is 6 mint, 5 used) The page 87/6

MP14 4d Terraces (Ella) This pleasant stamp in mint blocks (2) and singles - 15 mint in all
av.d no less than 7 used. A full range of shades is shown £7/10/-

MP15 4d Taupo E12a No Wmk p. 11 On two pages - 25 mint (inc three blocks) and 8 used.
Shades are splendid and there are no less than 4 major re-entries. Two pages £6/17/6

MP16
Pleasng 82/6



MP17 4d Taupo (EI2c) perf 14 Ten mint inc remarkable shades and major re-entry -
and 11 used. Few stamps provide a wider range of shades . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60/-

MP18 4d Taupo (EI2d) per! 14 x 13-13~ The pretty issue with clean cut perfs inc a block and
two singles mint plus one used. Also included is a rare used irregular compound per!
- one side perf 11, three sides per! 14. The page of 8 stamps £12/10/-

MP19 5a aUra E13a (London Print) Six mint including an astonishing three in the-scarce
sepia shade (one'has no gum). Also 4 fine used various shades. The page oflO stamps...£11/10/.

MP20 5d aUra (EI3b) No Wmk, perf. 11 Eleven mint, inc. a block and a strip, plus four
used. This is a handsome full-blooded stamp that makes a colourful page 80/-

MP21 5d Otira (E13c and d) Wmk'd,perfs 11 and 14 Of the perl. 11 these pages show 5 mint
and 5 used - shades are from "reddish" to "blackish". In the perf. 14 of 9 mint, 4 are in
a glorious block of a scarce sepia shade, rarely seen. Two fine pages £11 / 15/ .

MP22 6d Kiwi Green (EI4a) London Print Everybody's favourite 1898 stamp: Eight mint and
eight used of this very pleasant stamp. The used are notably fine and there is one
"grass-green" included in both mint and used. The page £14/10/-

MP23 tid Kiwi Green (E14b) No Wmk, perf.11 A page of 11 inc two used, all the main shades
mint and an unused (no gum) block of four. Not an easy stamp - centring of these is
above average. The page £9/10/-

MP24 §d Kiwi Red (EI4,c) No wmk, perf. 11 A glowing page of shades of rose and red. 17 mint
inc. a block of 4 (superb) and two pair.s. Three used. Very handsome £8/15/-

MP25 6d Kiwi on ~isbon paper (EI4d) A mint block of four, shOWing part of the wmk"LISBON".
Rare thus and very fine. Also a fine mint single £10

MP26 6d Kiwi Red (E14e) Wmk'd, perf. 11 Two pages describable as shOWing all the colours
of a red rainbow: Thirty-six in all, of which 11 are mint and including the palest pink
we have seep. - in block of four: Of the 25 used there are glorious shades including a
fine block in the brick shade. A surprise inclusion is a good used copy of the rare
mystery 6d with upright wmk (E14f). This stamp is unknown outside the C. P. Catalogue
and is a great rarity - the only 6d red known to have been issued with upright wmk.

Two remarkable pages........................... £26/10/.

MP27 Gd Kiwi Red (E14g etc) Wmk'd, per!. 14 The perf 14 is a strangely scarce stamp and
highly cafaIogued - being of relatively short life and superseded by the reduced~ize6d
in 1907. There are six fine mint in six fine shades: Also four good used. Not least on
the page are llsed copies perf. 14 x 11, perf.11 x 14 and miXed perfs: These three are
all of considerable rarity and all in excellent condition. The rare page £32/10/·

MP28 6d Small Kiwi (EI5a, b, c) All three perfs. of the small-sized stamps here represented
in at least one mint and one us ed of each - including mint and used of the elusive
14 x 13-13~. (The mint is fine, the U3ed has a crease). Of the perf.14 there.are two
immaculate blocks - one pink, one red. Of the 14 x 15 pert. there are three mint, two
used. In all, 14 mint (two blocks incl.) and 4 used on this fine page £21

MP29 8d War Canoe(EI6a) London print A fine page of 8 mint (inc. a block) and five fine used.
Very fine material this, with much variety of shades £6/10/-

MP30 Bd War Canoe (E11b) No. wmk, perf.11 Ten mint, inc. a block and a strip, and one
used. Again fine shades. The block is attractive but has disturbed gum and is thus
discounted ...•...............................................................•. 55/-

MP31 8d War Canoe.(EI6c and d)Wmk'd, perfs.11 or 14 Of the perf.11 there are six mint
and four used, of the perf.14, four mint and eight used. Again the shades of blue
make a pleasing show £6



MP32 9d Pink terrace London print (CP E17a) 2 mint anti 1 used, first local print (C. P.
E17b) three mint shades (2 singles and ) and 1 used. Second local print, peri.11
watermarked, 3 mint shades (inc. letters wInk.) and 3 used. Pert. 14 (C. P. E17d)
3 mint shades and 3 used - some with letters wInk. £10

MP33 1/- Keas Another fine collection.

a) C. P. E18a. London print, 8 mint shades (includes R10/11 re-entry) and 6 used,
one with re- entr}·.
C. P. E18b. perf.11, no wmk. 18 mint shades (3IB) and 3 used.
C. P. E18d. perf.11, watermarked. 5 mint, 8 ~ed, with a range of shades and
watermark varieties.
C. P. ElSe. perf.14. 3 mint and 5 used.

The collection of four printings £25

b) C. P. E19a. Reduced size, pert. 14 x I3i. 2 mint, 1 used.
C. P. E19b. peri. 14 x 15. 21 mint and no fewe.': than 10 used.

The collection of C. P. 19a and b £12/10/-

cl The two lots combined. A really magnificent range of these Issues -
39 mint, 33 used £35

MP34 2/- Miiford Sound

C. P E20a. London print. 3 mint shades, 1 with re-entry. 1 used (thinned) £4
C. P.E20b. First local print, perf. 11, no wmk. 4 striking mint shades and 2 used

(with re-entry) £6
C. P E20c. Laid paper. A mint single 70/-
c. P E20d. Perf. 11, watermarked. 4 used shades £6
C. P E20e. Pert. 14. 3 mint and 4 used shades, 1 with re-entry £7/10/-

Each of the above lots offered separately, or the complete series of 5 different issulls £25

MP35 5/- Mt Cook

C. P. E21a. London print. 2 mint shades £7/10/.
c. P. E21b. First local printing, peri.11, no wmk. 4 mint shades, 1 used (fiscal) £15
C. P. E21c. Perf.ll, wmk. sideways. 2 mint (not fine) but good appearance) £7/10/-
C. P. E21d. Perf. 11, wmk. upright. 1 mint, 2 IIsed £8/10/-
c. P. E21e. Perf.14, wmk. sideways. 3 used shades £8/10/-
C. P. E21f. Perf.14, wmk. upright. 1 mint, 1 used (fiscal) £6/10j-

Each of the above offered separately, or the complete series of five different issues £ 50

MP36 First Pictorial Officials A pleasant little collection with ~d Mt Conk mint EB and two
used, 2d Pembroke Peak mint block of eight and two used, 3d Huias mint Ea , single
and two used, 6d mint EB used single and small Kiwi 14 x 15 mint and used single.
1/- and 2/- a mint and a used single of each.
A cOIOUrf'll and representative lot. 25 mint, 10 used £14

In the case of lots MP33, preference will naturally be given to customers ordering the complete lot,
but orders al'e invited for the separate pages.

M18 id Mount Cook A solid foundation ior a specialist collection. Stamps printed on the
Waterlow paper include all perforation varieties, 11, 14, 14 x 11, 11 x 14 and mixed.
Basted Mills perf.11, 14, 14 x 11 and 11 x 14. Cowan perf. 11, 14 and the scarce
14 x 11 (2 mint). On Cowan watermarked paper we have peri.11, 14, 11 x 14 f8 and
a pair and single with mixed perfs. Of the final issue, all the perfs are represented,
14, 14 x 13i and 14 x 15. 38 mint, 20 used £22

M19 Id Universal A fine representative collection covering every printing. Outstanding
are Waterlow mixed perf (cat £10), a pair of Basted Mills with mixed perfs (cat £8).
Booklet stamps mint and used. Dot plate shades mint and used, and EEl and a pair
(being different shades) with mixed perfs. Various used "Officials" are also included.
48 mint, 22 used, with many seldom seen stamps and elusive varieties £28



M20 !d Newspaper Stamp A mixed lot with scarce early unused including peri. 10 and
a used copy of the rare irregular compound perf. 12! on three sides, 10 on the fourth.
Later mint and used with fine mint block of four and a nice unused strip of ten
producing the letters Watermark completely spelling NEW ZEALAND. A very fine
lot of 18 unused and 9 used stamps, plus two newspaper wrappers showing the tv/o
types of inscription, one in four lines and one in five £10

M21 Id Dominion Another "one issue" collection. All are represented. The first issue
("De La Rue" paper) includes "Q" flaw, "Broken Globe" and Broken Frame Lines
varieties; the "litho" series include yellow-green, blue-green and blackish green.
In the Cowan paper we have a "cracked globe" flaw used and a mint block of.four
being from booklet with Abdulla and Jeyes adverts, and two shades on the scarce
Wiggins Teape paper mint and used examples of two types of paper and a worn plate
printing. "Official" overprint include the scarce "Jones," "Litho" and "Cowan" as
well as De La Rue mint 83 . 32 mint, 19 used £9

M22 Edward VU This attractive and colourful section is well represented here, ~d 3 mint
shades and a booklet pane, 2d mauve 4 shades, 3 all three perfs, both 4d's, all three
perfs of the 5d and of the 6d and a range of shades and perfs in the 8d. Both perfs of
the 1/- are included and of the Officials we have examples of the ~d, 3d, 6d, 8d and
1/ -. A fine collection of 47 mint and 10 used £25

M23 3d Air Mail The scarce perf 14 x 15. S. G. 548a. C. P. V1b. Shortly before the new
Bell Black Aerodrome stamps appeared, a final printing was made of the 3d "Lake
Scenery." Some sheets were perforated 14 x 15, but these were mainly taken into
stock and subsequently destroyed. In fact records show that this printing was not
ready until four days after the air stamps in the new design were issued and it has
been stated that only 150 to 200 3d stamps in this perf were sold. The scarcity of
this item is probably much under-rated. Judging from the popularity of air stamps
and numbers issued, it is also under catalogued. Mint. 85/-

M24 a) 4d Dunedin POSTAGF error S. G. 538a in immaculate mint corner block of four
(Will> selvedge on two sides of course:) A real winner: t;l3 •••••••.••••••••••••••.. £15

b) As above Top right corner block of four with sheet number in the selvedge.
Exhibition piece. E8 £8

M25 1931 Health The Smiling Boys rocketed up in the last catalogue listing, and they will
go higher.. We have been astonished at some recent auction realisations. Buy now:
At these prices they can only go one way. The pair Mint £20 Fine used £18

M26 Marine P. O. s Fine clear strikes of R. M. S. Aorangi, Maunganui, and Niagara.
The first on a block of K. G. V. Id Field Marshal, the others on piece. The three items... £5

M27 Relief Cancellations Large pieces or entires with temporary or emergency cancella
tions including Featherston, Havelock Nth, Taupaki, Whennapai Village, Woodbourn
Air Force. Altogether 11 on cover or large piece '" £5

M28 Arms A fine postally used selection consisting of 1/3 yellow, 1/3 orange, 1/3 yellow
and black, 1/3 yellow and blue, 2/6, 3/6, 4/- 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 7/6, 10/-, 15/-, £1,
£2, £3. (16) 170/-

WE WANT TO BUY
1953-58 QUEEN ON HORSEBACK

We pay- Mint
733b 2/6 . brown 30/-

734 3/- green 15/-

735 5/- carmine 15/-

736 10/- blue 55/-



M30 SCOUT COVER. 4 Jan 1969 5th National Jamboree. Pictorial cover with special
postmark 1/9

tS.786a 1965 4d Chalky -Mint
A statement has appeared on several occasions to the effect that less than half a dozen plate blocks
exist. We have a block of eight, plate 2333 on chalk surfaced paper carrying our guarantee. RARE.
Price on application.

HAWID STRIP

Ref. No.
~
3702
3703
0704
3705
3706
3707
3708
3709

Height
24
26
27
29
31
33
36
39
41
44
48
55
70

210 mm long - Packets of 25

Black Clear
Ref. No; Ref. No.
~ ~
1026 2026
1027 2027
1029 2029
1031 2031
1033 2033
1036 2036
1039 2039
1041 2041
1044 2044
1048 2048
1055 2055
1070 2070

Price
678
6/8
6/8
7/
7/4
8/
8/8
9/
9/6
10/
10/6
12/
14/6

Size mm
21 x 24
31 x 24
41 x 24
37 x 26
44 x 27
33 x 27. 5
24 x 29. 5
41 x 31
30 x 34

Cut to Size

Mounts
~cket
70
60
45
50
40
50
60
35
45

Price
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6

We have only black in stock but clear can be obtained

M31 ISLANDS K:"G. V Heads. Aitutaki td, 1td, 2td, 3d, S. G. 27, 31, 34 and 35.
Niue ~d, Hd, 2td, 3d, 6d, S. G. 38, 44, 46, 47 and 40.

Nine different all in mint blocks of four £5

M32 Samoa 2td, Bd, 9d Hut types (S. G. 157, 162, 163), 1939 R. L. Stevenson set (S. G.
195/198) and Independence Anniversary (S. G. 249/252).

All fine used on three large pieces. Cat. 11/- (11) 45/-

M33 Air Matl Covers Both overseas and internal flights from 1932, with the early air
stamps wen represented and many good cachets. 12 covers £8

M34 Military Cover from New Zealand to a serviceman with the R. A. F. with transit
mark NEW ZEALAND ARMY BASE P. O. U. K. 1943 3/6

DECIMAL DEFINITIVE VARIETIES

M35 A collection tcent to 30 cent. A fine representation of flaws and retouches which
has been kept up-to-date since the introduction of decimals. This collection will
provide a solid foundation for anyone wanting to specialise in modern N. Z. and can
be added to regularly to maintain its high standard through our New Varieties Service.
42 mint positional blocks including ~ cent R6/6 retouch 1 cent RIl/I0 retouch, three
different 2 cent varieties, twelve of the 2~ cent and no fewer than 19 variety blocks of
the 3·cent. The ,obsolete 25 cent R8/6, 30 cent R2/1 and R8/1 £14/tO/-



M36 a) Coil Pair Varieties Counter coils were made up by the joining of strips end to
end one With another, the top selvedge of one strip being joined to the bottom selvedge
of the next. If a sheet of stamps was put In the wrong way round, It produced coil
pairs joined bottom to bottom and top to top. Great care seems to have been taken in
making up the coils and we have seen very few coil pairs joined thus improperly. Those
that we have seen (from more than one source) are all numbered 4 and 5, suggesting
that it may have been only in one printing that this (human) error occurred. We offer
this scarce variety, two coil pairs, one numbered 4 with the stamps joined top edge to
top, and the other numbered 5, joined bottom edge to bottom, from the other end of
the sheet. These two mint joined coil pairs £ 7

b) 3d Chalk surfaced Coil pairs on chalky paper are extremely scarce. This Is
the only value we have at present in stock. 3d coil pair on chalk paper. Mint 30/-

FIRST DAY COVERS

10-12-68
30- 7-68
1-10-68

19- 9-68
7- 8-68
7- 5-68

10-10-67
3- 2-67

30- 9-35
2-11-36
1-10-37

Royal Society

25 cent definitive 4/6
28 cent Fox Glacier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5/-
Christmas 2/6
Human Rights 2/9
Health. 6 different Health Camp postmarks complete. 17/6
Armed Services 7/6
Royal Society 3/-
P. O. S. B. . 3/-
Health (Keyhole) 10/-
Health (Llfebuoy) 7/6
Health (Hiker) 10/6

RECENT VARIETIES. ALL MINT

4 cent C. W. S93b S. G. V:l5. RI/10 "Fern Flaw" in block of six 10/-
C. W. S93a underlining. Single stamp 2/-

8 cent C. W. S94a RI/10 and R2/7. Retouch above head and scratch on
coat in block of eight 12/6

Bible R4/5 "Broken N" Block of ten 5/-

Armed Services

Health

DEFINITIVES

2~ cent Kowhai

4 cent Army Inverted watermark 27/6

28 cent Navy Inverted watermark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7/6

2~ + 1 cent. R4/4, 5/2 and 5/3. "Knots in the tape" and disturbance in
background. Block of ten 6/6

3 + 1 cent. R1/1 flaw in circle and R2/4 weak background. Block of ten 7/6
R9/3 and R9/5 retouching in the rings. Block of ten 7/6

R3/3 "G" for "c" in "Cents". Block of nine 4/6
R10/7 Retouch by "E" of NEW. Block of eight. 4/-
R2/9 Background retouch. Block of four 2/9
R12/7 Background retOUCh; R14/9 flaw over "D"; R16/8 Background
retOUCh. Three varieties in large block of twenty 15/-
R19/3 Retouch in background in plate block of six 4/-

3 cent Puarangi R5/10
R1/8
R11/5

Broken "A". Block of ten 6/-
Flaw on "3" and subsequent retouch. Two blocks of six 15/-
Flaw on "Z". Block of ten 10/-

Many similar varieties are available from stock. Our "Varieties Service" Will keep you up-tO-date
with this type of material as it appears. Enquiries invited, also Wants Lists for varieties. A
selection will gladly be sent on approval.


